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in order to help them with this, vmware provides a guide on how to do that and also how to configure a physical ssd card to fit your way. even so, the team fought the ntfs-based group and had to force the "merge" operation. the process can be done now as vsan is fully supported on windows systems. next step for the team was to make them vmotion between the hosts. the initiator in this case
is the first machine (probably youd run a reverse proxy on that). after the vmks had been created on the last machine, they were imported to a vmotion destination and were ready for the first vmotion operation. the pace is a little slow since the first host's esxi did not support vsan 6.0 yet. until then, all were vmotioning back and forth between host to host. eventually, the team finally managed
to move the client environment to another host. once this was done, they could add the third and fourth host into the mix. they used the esxi upgrade to raise the esxi version of the cluster to vsan 6.0 and afterwards vmotioned the last of the hosts to complete the vsan installation. john mentioned that while today they used the vsan group, that didnt mean they cant use the old component of

the vsan installer and set up vsan in the way they liked it. with the latest release of the vmware vsan resource kit, they could take advantage of the cloud-based resource management provided by vsphere with nsx and they could have a much more stable and well performing vsan. i would like to thank ubs software ag for providing this opportunity to look into this very subject. with vsan 6.6 out
now, the team had to expand their network for vmware hci. as john mentioned, they could tag all their network ports, storage, and so on as capable of vsan. even the esxi hosts with the upgrade to vsan 6.0 were setup already to use all-flash vsan. the team could however run into trouble with their home lab.
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